
Materials List & Instructions

Scissors
Low temp hot glue gun
Awl
Pen
X-acto
Metal ruler
Cutting mat

Leather Flower Pins

1. Gather tools and materials.

FOR SMALL PIN:

2. Print and cut template. Trace onto underside of leather.

3. Using scissors, cut out flower shape along the inner edge of pen outline.

4. Cut five flower shapes.

5. Use awl to poke hole in center of one shape.

6. Insert pin and glue in place.

7. Glue four of the flower shapes together, stacked and staggered. Create flower center 
from fifth shape by applying hot glue to center and pinching together.

8. Glue center onto flower and attach pin back.    

FOR LARGE PIN:

9. Cut template using x-acto. Trace center and tips onto leather (this is easier than 
tracing the whole shape.)

10. Using x-acto, cut three of the larger shapes. 

11.  Repeat process to cut one of the smaller shapes. A scissors is easier than an x-acto 
for smaller shapes.

12.  Poke hole in center of one of the larger shapes with awl.

13.  Fold ends and glue tips to center.

14.  Insert pin through hole and glue in place. Glue two flower shapes together, back 
to back.

15.  Glue third flower on top of stack, face up.

16. Place large drop of glue in center of small flower and scrunch together, holding 
tightly until cool.  Glue onto top of flower.
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MaterialsTools

Leather (lightweight and soft)
Pins with pinbacks (gold)

Instructions



1. Gather tools and materials.

FOR SMALL PIN:

2. Print and cut template. Trace onto underside of leather.

3. Using scissors, cut out flower shape along the inner edge of pen outline.

4. Cut five flower shapes.

5. Use awl to poke hole in center of one shape.

6. Insert pin and glue in place.

7. Glue four of the flower shapes together, stacked and staggered. Create flower center 
from fifth shape by applying hot glue to center and pinching together.

8. Glue center onto flower and attach pin back.    

FOR LARGE PIN:

9. Cut template using x-acto. Trace center and tips onto leather (this is easier than 
tracing the whole shape.)

10. Using x-acto, cut three of the larger shapes. 

11.  Repeat process to cut one of the smaller shapes. A scissors is easier than an x-acto 
for smaller shapes.

12.  Poke hole in center of one of the larger shapes with awl.

13.  Fold ends and glue tips to center.

14.  Insert pin through hole and glue in place. Glue two flower shapes together, back 
to back.

15.  Glue third flower on top of stack, face up.

16. Place large drop of glue in center of small flower and scrunch together, holding 
tightly until cool.  Glue onto top of flower.
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Instructions (continued)



LIA @-RI FFITH-

This printable template is brought to you by the team at www.LiaGriffith.com and is for 

Personal Use only. To edit a pdf first save it on your desktop, then open the pdf through 

Adobe Acrobat or Adobe Reader (free version). Print quality is dependent on your printer. 

For more DIY projects, Paper Craft, Home Decor ideas and inspiration visit our blog at 

www.LiaGriffith.com 
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